Composite outline of the original Vikrama-carita       Ixxv
continents depicted on a tiger's skin,10 and set up beside it a sword,10
a white parasol, and chowries, as emblems of royalty. Brahmans "
skilled in the Vedas and bards knowing genealogies sang his praises;
his virtuous wives, blest with children, waved lamps (in the nirajana-
rite) before him; instruments of music were sounded.12 Clad in his
royal splendor, at the moment prescribed by the soothsayers 13 he
advanst to mount the throne, and put his foot on the head of one of
the statues; but the statue spoke to him with a human voice and de-
clared that only one having rare magnanimity was worthy to mount
the throne.14 He replied with vs 142,15 saying that when pleased he
was wont to give away a lac and a quarter.16 The statue replied
censuring his self-praise (vss 145, 98),17 whereupon Bhoja was astonisht
and ashamed,18 and askt to hear of the magnanimity of him whose
throne this was.
1. By his words BR; not in JR. 2. Not in SR. The order in which the following
details are mentioned varies in the different versions. 3. Not in SR. 4. So MR, JR;
" divine herbs " SR. 5. MR, JR. 6. Not SR. 7. Not SR. 8. SR, JR. 9. BR,
JR. 10. Not SR. 11. Not JR, which however mentions ministers, grand viziers,
generals, and vassals besides bards. 12. MR, BR. 13. MR, BR; " in an auspicious
moment" JR. 14. " magnankoity worthy of this throne "* JR; " magnanimity like
that of Vikramarka *' BR; " such magnanimity ** or " magnanimity such as h& had **
(no name mentioned) SR, MR. 15. This vs hi BR, JR, and a close equivalent in MR;
SR simply " I grant to all suppliants what is suitable to each occasion." 16. So,
clearly, MR; for SR see the preceding note; for BR and JR see my note to the pas-*
sage in the Critical Apparatus, at end of vol. £7. BR and JR perhaps mean " a
whole lac *" or "more than a lac " instead of "a lac and a quarter." 17. Vs 145 BR,
JR; vs 98 SR, MR; other vss to like effect in SR, MR, JR. 18. So SR, JR.
1. Story of the First Statuette.  Vlkrama's Rule for Giving in Alms
King Vikrama's permanent rule of action was to give 1000 pieces
of money upon the mere sight of a beggar, 10,000 to one to whom he
spoke, 100,000 if he (the king) smiled, and a crore (a fabulously large
sum; accurately, 10,000,000) if his favor was won.
This is exprest by vs 372 in SR and MR, by vs 103 in BR and JR. In SR, MB,
and BR this constitutes the whole of the first ** story "; it is preceded and followed
only by introductory and closing sentences* In JR this vs is the closing vs of the
story, which in its opening part undertakes to tell the origin of the custom, namely
the episode of the modest beggar who is alleged to have told to the king the story of
the Jealous King and the Ungrateful Prince. See the text, and p, xlii f.

